
As READERS & WRITERS we will be 

improving our fluency in reading, writing and 

speaking by using the Read Write Inc phonics 

scheme.  

Children will be helped to develop and progress 

through the scheme and become confident in all 

aspects of reading and writing including spelling and 

handwriting.  

Children will continue to hear a wide range of stories 

and rhymes. We will be developing our writing 

through labels, captions for pictures and sentence 

work. 

As MATHEMATICIANS we will be continuing to 

develop our number work . We will be looking at 

the relationship between numbers and how 

numbers can be represented.  

We will be focussing on numbers up to 10 and 

learning number bonds. FS2 will be looking at 

number facts, double and halves, odds and 

evens. 

As SCIENTISTS: We will be learning about life 

cycles of plants and insects. We will be 

monitoring the growth of butterflies and growing 

a range of flowers. We will be watching the 

growing and changes taking place of our 

potatoes, strawberries and apple trees and also 

hunting minibeasts! 

As GEOGRAPHERS we will be looking at 

animal habitats. We will also be looking at 

bee keepers as an occupation, and 

similarities and difference between animal 

habitats in this country and around the world.  

As MUSICIANS we will listen, evaluate and 

perform dances to different pieces of music e.g. 

Flight of the Bumblebee.  We will use musical 

instruments in our play and learn and perform 

new songs and rhymes.  

In RE we will be continuing to discuss and be 

aware of different religions and cultures. We 

will be discussing Eid and other cultural cele-

brations.  

As HISTORIANS  we will be focusing on the life 

cycles of animals and plants and how they 

change and develop over  time. 

 

As DESIGNERS, ARTISTS & CREATORS  we 

will be working safely to use and explore a variety 

of materials, tools and techniques.  

We will be using a range of different materials 

such as a papier mache to create our art and 

sculptures. 

We will be using Role play areas such as the 

office and small world to develop creative 

storylines.  

 

In PE we will be focusing on safe use of 

apparatus and learning to balance and move 

safely on equipment.  

FS2 PE is on a Friday. Please send your 

child to school in an appropriate PE kit.  

 

In PSHCE we will be using the Jigsaw topic 

Relationships. 

To develop our British Values we will be 

learning about the Queens Jubilee Celebra-

tion. We will be using our learning muscles 

and talking about how to be good members 

of our school community. 


